Siena Tile and Stone Installation Products prides itself on being a leader in the commercial and residential construction markets. Siena features a full line of thin sets, LHT mortars, specialty mortars, waterproofing and crack isolation membranes, self-leveling, deck mud and wall float, masonry mortars, grouts, caulking, sealers and admixtures. Our state of the art manufacturing facilities, unsurpassed quality control, and our commitment to customer service has made us the professional's choice for over 45 years.

Siena is committed to our customers' satisfaction, offering the best in both products and service. We are proud of our role as a leader in the development of new and innovative products for the tile and stone installation industry. Our comprehensive product line makes Siena a complete, seamless solution for your tile and stone installation projects. Our broad range of 36 standard grout colors, plus custom color matching, gives your customers the choices they need to insure a perfect color match.

A division of Omega Products International, Siena’s high quality line of products are backed by the most complete line of exterior stucco wall systems and decorative finishes in the construction market today.

This Buyer’s Guide is intended to give you the product data you need to ensure you are delivering the right products to your customers at competitive industry prices. Please visit our website for additional product information, SDS, photo gallery, technical data, material calculator, and be sure you are listed on our distributor locator at SienaProducts.com.

**LIMITED 5 YEAR WARRANTY**

Siena Tile & Stone Installation Products [Siena], a division of Omega Products International. [Omega] warrants that our Siena products are free from manufacturing defects under normal usage and conditions for a period of five (5) years from the date of purchase when installed in accordance with product specifications, current TCNA (Tile Council of North America) guidelines and practices on properly prepared substrates. It is the responsibility of the owner and/or contractor to obtain and understand Omega and Siena’s literature, specifications and appropriate published reports such as, but not limited to the current TCNA handbook, product data sheets, technical bulletins, etc. In order for this warranty to apply, the installation must be performed with one or more of our Siena products, and based on the appropriate product(s) being installed on a properly prepared substrate. Omega is not responsible for workmanship that is not in accordance with the product specifications, product data sheet instructions, TCNA guidelines and practices, and/or improperly prepared substrates. Structural movement, cracking, deflection, lippage, warping, curling or defective tiles, improperly placed or lack of proper movement or control joints, flooding and/or water damage, acts of God or any failures to the substrate are not covered under this warranty. Shading and Efflorescence are inherent in all cement based products and are not considered a manufactures defect. Omega will not be responsible for failures when the use of non-specified products, competitor, or any product is used to alter the original formulation of the products that is not in accordance with specifications on the product’s data sheet, and such uses and/or alterations will void this and all Omega and Siena warranties. This warranty is not transferable beyond the original owner.
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POLYMER-MODIFIED THIN SET MORTARS

SIENA MULTI PURPOSE M100
An economic polymer-modified mortar manufactured with a mixture of portland cement, graded aggregates and other proprietary additives to produce a high quality mortar for higher bond strength, greater open time and coverage than standard mortars. Siena Multi Purpose M100 is used as a polymer-modified mortar for interior and exterior applications of most tile and stone. Siena Multi Purpose M100 can be used on floors and walls up to 3/16” thick in residential and commercial projects. Siena Multi Purpose M100 is available in white or grey color and exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.4 and A118.11.

Coverage
Notch Trowel – Coverage May Vary.
1/4” x 1/4” x 1/4” (6 x 6 x 6 mm) – 95 ft² (8.8 m²)
1/4” x 3/8” x 1/4” (6 x 9.5 x 6 mm) – 75 ft² (7.0 m²)
1/2” x 1/2” x 1/2” (13 x 13 x 13 mm) – 55 ft² (5.1 m²)

Packaging
50 lb (22.7 kg) bags

Pallet Quantities
56 bags per pallet – 2,800 lbs (1,271 kg) net

SKU COLOR
X130-0450 .................................. Grey
X130-0550 .................................. White

SIENA MULTI PLUS PRO M200
A professional polymer-modified mortar manufactured with a mixture of portland cement, graded aggregates and other proprietary additives to produce a high quality mortar with exceptional bond strength; smooth and easy to use for interior and exterior installation of porcelain, stone and most tiles. Siena Multi Plus Pro M200 can be used on floors and walls up to 3/16” thick in residential and commercial projects. Siena Multi Plus Pro M200 is available in white or grey color and exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.4 and A118.11.

Coverage
Notch Trowel – Coverage May Vary.
1/4” x 1/4” x 1/4” (6 x 6 x 6 mm) – 95 ft² (8.8 m²)
1/4” x 3/8” x 1/4” (6 x 9.5 x 6 mm) – 75 ft² (7.0 m²)
1/2” x 1/2” x 1/2” (13 x 13 x 13 mm) – 55 ft² (5.1 m²)

Packaging
50 lb (22.7 kg) bags

Pallet Quantities
56 bags per pallet – 2,800 lbs (1,271 kg) net

SKU COLOR
X130-0650 .................................. Grey
X130-0750 .................................. White

SIENA PRO SET FLEX M300
A high performance polymer-modified mortar designed to give superior bond strength to the most demanding tile installations. Siena Pro Set Flex M300 is manufactured with a mixture of portland cement, graded aggregates and other proprietary additives to produce a flexible, high quality tile adhesive with non sag and mildew resistant properties. Siena Pro Set Flex M300 has a greater open time and coverage than standard mortars. Siena Pro Set Flex M300 is used as a polymer-modified mortar for interior and exterior application of most tile, stone, glass tile, pavers, and thin brick veneers. Siena Pro Set Flex M300 can be used on floors and walls up to 3/16” thick in residential and commercial projects. It is available in white and grey color and exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.4, A118.11 and A118.15.

Coverage
Notch Trowel – Coverage May Vary.
1/4” x 1/4” x 1/4” (6 x 6 x 6 mm) – 95 ft² (8.8 m²)
1/4” x 3/8” x 1/4” (6 x 9.5 x 6 mm) – 75 ft² (7.0 m²)
1/2” x 1/2” x 1/2” (13 x 13 x 13 mm) – 55 ft² (5.1 m²)

Packaging
50 lb (22.7 kg) bags

Pallet Quantities
56 bags per pallet – 2,800 lbs (1,271 kg) net

SKU COLOR
X130-0850 .................................. Grey
X130-0950 .................................. White

SIENA GLASS TILE PRO M375
A bright white, color consistent, and high performance polymer-modified mortar designed to give superior bond strength to the most demanding tile installations. Siena Glass Tile Pro M375 is manufactured with a mixture of portland cement, graded aggregates and other proprietary additives to produce a flexible, high quality glass tile adhesive with non sag and mildew resistant properties. Siena Glass Tile Pro M375 has a greater open time and coverage than standard mortars. Siena Glass Tile Pro M375 is used as a polymer-modified mortar for interior and exterior application of most tile, stone, glass tile, pavers, and thin brick veneers. Siena Glass Tile Pro M375 can be used on floors and walls up to 3/16” thick in residential and commercial projects. It is available in bright white and grey color and exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.4, A118.11 and A118.15.

Coverage
Notch Trowel – Coverage May Vary.
1/4” x 1/4” x 1/4” (6 x 6 x 6 mm) – 48 ft² (4.5 m²)
1/4” x 3/8” x 1/4” (6 x 9.5 x 6 mm) – 38 ft² (3.5 m²)
1/2” x 1/2” x 1/2” (13 x 13 x 13 mm) – 28 ft² (2.5 m²)

Packaging
25 lb (22.7 kg) bags

Pallet Quantities
100 bags per pallet – 2,500 lbs (1,271 kg) net

SKU COLOR
X130-2650 .................................. Grey
X130-2750 .................................. White
SIENA LFT, LHT M225
A professional polymer-modified mortar manufactured with a mixture of portland cement, graded aggregates and other proprietary additives to produce a high quality mortar with increased bond strength, easy adjustability, reduced lippage, greater open time and coverage than standard mortars. Siena LFT, LHT M225 is specially formulated with sag resistance properties for large format, heavy and ungauged tile and stone in horizontal installations. Siena LFT, LHT M225 can be used as a setting bed 3/16" to 3/4" thick on floors in residential, commercial, interior and exterior projects. Use Siena LFT, LHT M400 for walls and ceiling installations. Siena LFT, LHT M225 is available in white or grey color and exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.4 and A118.11.

SIENA LFT, LHT M400
A professional polymer-modified mortar manufactured with a mixture of portland cement, graded aggregates and other proprietary additives to produce a high quality mortar for walls and ceilings, with high bond strength, sag resistance, greater open time and coverage than standard mortars. Siena LFT, LHT M400 is specially formulated with sag resistance and non-slip properties for large format, heavy and ungauged tile and stone in vertical and horizontal installations. Siena LFT, LHT M400 can be used as a setting bed 3/16" to 3/4" thick on floors, walls and ceilings in residential, commercial, interior and exterior projects. Siena LFT, LHT M400 is available in white or grey color and exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.4 and A118.11.

SIENA DECK MUD
A factory blended mortar bed consisting of portland cement which complies with ASTM C150 and graded sand which complies with ASTM C144. Siena Deck Mud is designed to create a high strength mortar bed for horizontal applications of most tile or stone installs. Siena Deck Mud can also be used to create a new substrate, fill or raise an existing substrate. Siena Deck Mud is designed for most interior and exterior applications such as floors, shower pans, countertops, and plywood substrates where a cement based substrate is needed for tile and stone installations. Siena Deck Mud can be installed from 1/4" to 2".

SIENA WALL FLOAT
A mortar consisting of portland cement complying with ASTM C150, hydrated lime complying with ASTM C207, and sand complying with ASTM C144. Siena Wall Float is designed to be used as a scratch and brown coat for most tile and stone installations. Flexibility, adhesion, and water resistance of the wall float are improved when Siena Admix AX300 or AX400 are used in lieu of water. Siena Wall Float is available in grey. Siena Wall Float is designed for interior or exterior applications on walls or ceilings, and is a suitable substrate for most tile and stone installations.
SIENA DRAGON SKIN
WATERPROOF & CRACK ISOLATION MEMBRANE
A premium, ready to use waterproofing and crack isolation membrane, manufactured with a mixture of latex polymers and other proprietary additives to produce a high quality elastomeric barrier. Dragon Skin is easily applied using a roller, trowel, paint brush or a sprayer. Dragon Skin is a light purple color when wet, and changes to a dark purple color to indicate when it is dry. Dragon Skin bonds to most surfaces, dries quickly and is ready for flood testing in 24 hours. It can be used in residential, commercial, interior and exterior installations. DO NOT use on exterior vertical installations. Dragon Skin is used on recommended substrates as a barrier to water migration, and as a crack isolation membrane used to prevent shrinkage and non-structural cracks up to 1/8” transmitting from the substrate through to the finished goods. Dragon Skin must not be left uncovered or exposed. A highly polymer modified mortar (such as: M200, M225, M375, M400) must be used over Dragon Skin exceeding ANSI A118.11 or A118.15 for tile or stone installation. Dragon Skin exceeds the requirements for ANSI A118.10 for waterproofing membranes and ANSI A118.12 for crack isolation membranes. Certification: IAPMO has listed Siena Dragon Skin for use as a shower pan liner (IAPMO R&T, File # 68892).

SIENA FRACTURE SHIELD
CRACK ISOLATION MEMBRANE
A ready to use crack isolation membrane, manufactured with a mixture of latex polymers and other proprietary additives to produce a high quality elastomeric barrier that protects tile floors from cracks due to minor surface movement. Fracture Shield is easily applied with a roller, trowel, paint brush or a sprayer, and appears glossy white when wet and becomes a flat white upon drying. Siena Fracture Shield is used on recommended substrates as a crack isolation membrane used to prevent shrinkage or non-structural cracks up to 1/8” transmitting from the substrate through the finished goods. Fracture Shield must not be left uncovered or exposed. A highly polymer modified mortar (such as: M200, M225, M375, M400) must be used over Fracture Shield exceeding ANSI A118.11 or A118.15 for tile or stone installation. Fracture Shield exceeds the requirements for ANSI A118.12 for crack isolation and can be used in residential, commercial, interior and exterior tile and stone applications. DO NOT use on exterior vertical installations.

SIENA GRIPPING PRIMER
Siena Gripping Primer is a ready to use, multipurpose bonding primer with suspended aggregate that creates an exceptional mechanical bond to smooth and non-porous surfaces. It is specially formulated to be used with polymer-modified mortar, or to enhance mechanical bond to smooth and non-porous surfaces. It is specially formulated to be used with polymer-modified mortar, or to enhance mechanical bond to smooth and non-porous surfaces. Siena Gripping Primer is specially formulated for use as a crack isolation membrane used to prevent shrinkage and non-structural cracks up to 1/240 of span. As a crack isolation membrane, it can isolate preexisting and stress cracks, and prevent them from transferring through to the finished goods. Siena Gripping Primer can be used in interior and exterior applications, on floors or walls in residential and commercial projects. Siena Gripping Primer bonds to a variety or substrates, and can also be used over VCT, adhesive residue, etc. and for tile over tile installations. *Tile, VCT, adhesive residue, etc. must be well bonded

SIENA ELASTO PRO EP200
An exceptional elastomeric modified mortar and crack isolation membrane manufactured with acrylic polymers and portland cement to produce a high quality flexible mortar with unmatched strength and flexibility. Siena Elasto Pro EP200 is specially formulated for the installation of most tile and stone over substrates susceptible to deflections up to 1/240 of span. As a crack isolation membrane, it can isolate preexisting and stress cracks, and prevent them from transferring through to the finished goods. Siena Elasto Pro EP200 can be used in interior and exterior applications, on floors or walls in residential and commercial projects. Siena Elasto Pro EP200 is available in white or grey, and is a two part product (Elasto Mix AX200 & Elasto Pro EP200 Powder). Exceeds ANSI A108.5 and A118.12.
SIENA SELF-LEVELING UNDERLAYMENT (SLU)
A portland cement based, rapid setting underlayment designed to create a smooth, level surface prior to the application of a variety of floor coverings. It is designed for fast leveling of floors from 0” - 3/4” with minimum time and labor. Surfaces can be walked on in 2 - 4 hours and the floor coverings can be installed within 12 - 24 hours. Siena Self-Leveling Primer should be used prior to using SLU. Self-Leveling Underlayment (SLU) can be used over concrete, plywood, terrazzo, quarry and tile in commercial and residential projects. Once the Siena SLU has cured, tile, stone, carpeting, marble, resilient floor, wood, parquet and other approved floor covering may be applied.

Coverage — Coverage May Vary.
Thickness 1/8” - 60 ft² (5.7 m²)
Thickness 1/4” - 30 ft² (2.86 m²)
Packaging
50 lb (22.7 kg) bags
Pallet Quantities
56 bags per pallet – 2,800 lbs (1,271 kg) net
SKU
X130-4004
COLOR
Grey

SIENA SELF-LEVELING UNDERLAYMENT (SL20)
A portland cement based, rapid setting underlayment designed to create a smooth, level surface prior to the application of a variety of floor coverings. It is designed for fast leveling of floors from 1/2" - 1 1/2" with minimum time and labor. Surfaces can be walked on in 2 to 4 hours and the floor coverings can be installed within 12 - 24 hours. Siena Self-Leveling Primer should be used prior to using SL20. Siena Self-Leveling Underlayment 20 (SL20) can be used over concrete, plywood, terrazzo, quarry and tile in commercial and residential projects. Once the Siena SL20 has cured, tile, stone, carpeting, marble, resilient floor, wood, parquet and other approved floor covering may be applied.

Coverage — Coverage May Vary.
Thickness 1/2” - 15 ft² (1.4 m²)
Thickness 1-1/2” - 5 ft² (0.5 m²)
Packaging
50 lb (22.7 kg) bags
Pallet Quantities
56 bags per pallet – 2,800 lbs (1,271 kg) net
SKU
X130-4010
COLOR
Grey

SIENA SELF-LEVELING PRIMER
A latex based primer for use with Siena Self-Leveling Underlayment (SLU). It is solvent free and improves the underlayment’s bond over porous substrates. Siena Self-Leveling Primer is a white liquid that dries clear. It is recommended that Siena Self-Leveling Primer be used in all self-leveling install projects. Siena Self-Leveling Primer is specially formulated to promote the adhesion of Siena Self-Leveling Underlayment to a variety of surfaces such as concrete, plywood, stone, tile, terrazzo, cement backer boards, pavers, brick, and other approved porous substrates.

Coverage — Coverage May Vary.
300 sq. ft. (28 m²) per gal. (3.8 L)
Packaging
1 gallon (3.8 L) jugs – 4 per case
5 gallon (18.9 L) pails
Pallet Quantities
128 – 1 gal. jugs per pallet, 1,075 lbs (487 kg) net
32 – 5 gal. pails per pallet, 1,344 lbs (609 kg) net
SKU
SIZE
X130-4006
1 gal.
X130-4005
5 gal.

SIENA FLOOR PATCH SP820
A premium, fast setting, polymer-modified cementitious patching, skim coating, ramping, leveling and surface preparation material. It is designed to repair, fill and smooth surfaces from feather edge to 1” in a single application on horizontal interior substrates. It can be used to prepare surfaces for the installation of many types of flooring, such as: LVT, VCT, carpet, wood, tile, laminate and engineered flooring materials. Flooring may be installed within one hour of the application. Siena Floor Patch SP820 is specially formulated to be easily applied over substrates such as: cured concrete, cement backer board, exterior grade plywood (dry areas only), existing VCT or tile that is clean and securely bonded, dried cutback and non-water soluble adhesives. Siena Floor Patch SP820 is an excellent choice to cover nonstructural imperfections in concrete surfaces to produce a clean, uniform, smooth surface. Siena Floor Patch SP820 sets up quickly and can be sanded in under 30 minutes. Flooring may be installed within one hour of application.

Coverage — Coverage May Vary.
20 lb. bag: Approximately 50 ft² (4.6 m²) at a 1/8” coat
Packaging
20 lb. (9.07 kg) bag
Pallet Quantities
20 lb. (9.07 kg) bag - 100 bags per pallet
SKU
COLOR
X136-4024
Grey
SIENA PRESTO PAK
A powder accelerating admixture made to use with cement-based products. Presto is a non-corrosive, non-chloride additive designed to significantly reduce setting times of both modified and non-modified portland cement-based products, such as tile mortars, stone veneer mortars and grouts.

Coverage - Coverage May Vary
See coverage of mortar, grout or base product being mixed into
Case Quantity
Case 20 per box

SKU X136-4023 ........................................... White

SIENA ADMIX AX100 ADMIXTURE
An acrylic resin admixture manufactured with high quality polymers and proprietary additives to produce a standard admixture for regular cement based grouts and non-modified mortars. Siena Admix AX100 promotes increased flexibility, adhesion and higher bond strength in mortars and increases water retention, density, flexibility and surface appearance when used in regular cement based grouts. Siena Admix AX100 can be used in regular cement based grouts and non-modified mortars that are for floors and walls in residential and commercial projects. Siena Admix AX100 can be used to enhance the performance of regular cement based grouts and non-modified mortars such as: Siena Sanded Grout GS300, Non-Sanded Grout NS200, ThinSet 510, Premium Set 550, Fast Set 595, and Deck Mud. Siena Admix AX100 exceeds ANSI A118.4 and A118.6. Use with non-modified grouts or mortars only.

Packaging
1 gallon (3.8 L) jugs – 4 per case
5 gallon (18.9 L) pails

Pallet Quantities
128 – 1 gal. jugs per pallet, 1,088 lbs (493 kg) net
32 – 5 gal. pails per pallet, 1,360 lbs (616 kg) net

SKU X130-0307 ........................................... 1 gal.
X130-0309 ........................................... 5 gal.

SIENA ADMIX AX300 ADMIXTURE
A premium acrylic resin admixture manufactured with high quality polymers and proprietary additives to produce a premium admixture for non-modified mortars. Siena Admix AX300 is specially formulated to be used in combination with non-modified mortars to increase water retention, impart greater flexibility, improve bond strength and surface appearance. Siena Admix AX300 can be used in non-modified mortars that are for floors and walls in residential and commercial projects. Siena Admix AX300 can be used to enhance the performance of non-modified mortars such as: ThinSet 510, Premium Set 550, Fast Set 595, and Deck Mud. Siena Admix AX300 exceeds ANSI A118.4 and A118.6. Use with non-modified grouts or mortars only.

Packaging
1 gal. (3.8 L) jugs, 4 per case
2.5 gal. (7.6 L) pails, 2 per case
5 gal. (18.9 L) pails

Pallet Quantities
128 – 1 gal. jugs per pallet, 1,088 lbs (493 kg) net
64 – 2.5 gal. pails per pallet, 1,363 lbs (618 kg) net
32 – 5 gal. pails per pallet, 1,366 lbs (619 kg) net

SKU X130-0301 ........................................... 1 gal.
X130-0302 ........................................... 2.5 gal.
X130-0303 ........................................... 5 gal.

SIENA CRETE ADMIX AX400 & SIENA CRETE POWDER
AX400 is a latex additive designed to be used with Siena Crete Powder or site mixed with sand and cement to create an economical polymer-modified mortar for use in high moisture environments, heavy traffic areas, and demanding applications of tile and thin brick. Siena Crete Admix AX400 is manufactured with a mixture of high quality polymer and other proprietary additives to produce a premium liquid admixture which offers higher bond strength, greater flexibility, resistance to frost, longer open time and better coverage than standard mortars. Siena Crete Admix AX400 is used for interior and exterior applications of most tile and stone, and is freeze-thaw stable. Siena Crete Admix AX400 can be used with the Siena Crete Powder or site mixed with sand and cement. In thin brick applications the increased flexibility allows for typical substrate adjustments from climate and temperature changes without shearing. Siena Crete Admix AX400 can be used on floors, walls and in mortar beds as thin as 1/8" in residential and commercial projects. Siena Crete Powder is available in white or grey color and exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.15 (when Siena Crete Powder is used).

Coverage
Notch Trowel – Coverage May Vary.
1/4" × 1/4" x 1/4" (6 × 6 × 6 mm) – 95 ft² (8.8 m²)
1/4" × 3/8" x 1/4" (6 × 9.5 x 6 mm) – 75 ft² (7.0 m²)
1/2" × 1/2" x 1/2" (13 × 13 × 13 mm) – 55 ft² (5.1 m²)

Packaging
AX400 – 5 gal (18.9 L) pails
Siena Crete Powder – 50 lb (22.7 kg) bag

Pallet Quantities
32 – 5 gal. pails per pallet, 2,080 lbs (942 kg) net
56 bags per pallet – 2,800 lbs (1,271 kg) net

SKU AX400 SIZE
X130-0305 ........................................... 5 gal.
X130-0306 ........................................... 55 gal.
Crete Powder SKU COLOR
X130-2050 ........................................... Grey
X130-2150 ........................................... White
SIENA THINSET 510
An economical mortar manufactured with a mixture of portland cement, graded aggregates and other proprietary additives to produce a quality mortar. Siena ThinSet 510 is used as a mortar for interior and exterior applications of most porous tile and natural non-dense stone. Siena ThinSet 510 can be used on floors and walls up to 3/16” thick in residential and light commercial projects. Siena Admix AX300 should be added to the mixture when a modified mortar is required. Siena ThinSet 510 is available in white or grey color and exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.1. If used in conjunction with Siena Admix AX300, it also exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.4 and A118.11.

SIENA PREMIUM SET 550
A premium mortar used with Schluter™ Ditra Systems™ manufactured with a mixture of portland cement, graded aggregates and other proprietary additives to produce a high quality mortar. Siena Premium Set 550 is used as a mortar for interior and exterior applications of most tile and stone. Siena Premium Set 550 can be used on floors and walls up to 3/16” thick in residential and commercial projects. Siena Admix AX300 should be added to the mixture when a modified mortar is required. Siena Premium Set 550 is available in white or grey color and exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.1. If used in conjunction with Siena Admix AX300, it also exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.4 and A118.11.

SIENA FAST SET 595
SIENA FAST SET PRO M75 (POLY-MODIFIED)
Fast setting mortars manufactured with a mixture of portland cement, graded aggregates and other proprietary additives to produce high quality, exceptional bonding products. Siena Fast Set 595 & Fast Set M75 enable the install of tile and grout to be done within two hours, and both are ready for foot traffic in four hours. Siena Fast Set 595 is a non-modified mortar, while Siena Fast Set Pro M75 is a polymer-modified mortar. Both mortars can be used for interior and exterior application on floors and walls up to 3/16” thick in residential and commercial projects. Siena Fast Set 595 & Fast Set M75 are available in white or grey color. Siena Fast Set 595 exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.1, and Siena Fast Set Pro M75 exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.4 and A118.11.

SIENA MASTIC 625
A non-slip, high performance, and smooth spreading premium mastic formulated for interior installation of all types of wall and floor tile on vertical or horizontal surfaces. Siena Mastic 625 is a Type 1 organic mastic adhesive used to install most tile and stone. Mastics are not recommended for exterior use, or any areas with continuous or intermittent water exposure. Siena Mastic 625 can be used to install most tile and stone up to 12” x 12”. Siena Mastic 625 is non-flammable, freeze-thaw stable and exceeds ANSI A136.1.
SIENA PRECISION GROUT SPG
A high performance, easy to use, professional grout made from calcium aluminate cement. SPG has an extended bucket life and can be installed up to one hour after mixing. It creates extremely durable grout joints with high early strength, allowing for foot traffic in as little as four hours. Siena Precision Grout SPG is extremely durable, offering enhanced resistance to staining, shrinking, cracking, and overall wear. Color consistent technology minimizes shading, mottling and efflorescence. It is highly mold and mildew resistant, even in harsh and damp conditions. SPG is extremely contractor friendly; easy to use and easy to clean, even on textured and hard to clean tiles. Siena Precision Grout SPG is used in commercial and residential, interior and exterior installations, and exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.6 and A118.7.

NOTE: Do not use any non-Siena brand additives with Siena Grouts

Available in all of Sienas 36 premium colors.

SIENA Sanded Grout GS300
A polymer-modified premium grout manufactured with a mixture of portland cement, very fine graded aggregates and other proprietary additives to produce a high quality grout that requires only the addition of water. Siena Sanded Grout GS300 is used for grouting tile joints of 1/8” - 1/2” wide for interior and exterior applications of most tile and stone. Siena Sanded Grout GS300 can be used on floors and walls of residential and commercial projects. Siena Admix AX100 is specially formulated to be used in combination with Siena Grouts to increase water retention, impart greater flexibility, improve bond strength, and surface appearance. For grout joints that are under 1/8” use Siena Non-Sanded Grout NS200. Siena Sanded Grout GS300 is mildew resistant, efflorescence resistant, available in 36 premium colors, and exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.6.

NOTE: Do not use any non-Siena brand additives with Siena Grouts.

SIENA Non-Sanded Grout NS200
A polymer-modified premium grout manufactured with a mixture of portland cement, very fine graded aggregates and other proprietary additives to produce a high quality grout that requires only the addition of water. Siena Non-Sanded Grout NS200 is used for grouting tile joints under 1/8” wide for interior and exterior applications of most tile and stone. Siena Non-Sanded Grout NS200 can be used on floors and walls of residential and commercial projects. Siena Admix AX100 is specially formulated to be used in combination with Siena Grouts to increase water retention, impart greater flexibility, improve bond strength and surface appearance. For grout joints that are 1/8” - 1/2” use Siena Sanded Grout GS300. Siena Non-Sanded Grout NS200 is mildew resistant, efflorescence resistant, available in 36 premium colors and exceeds the requirements of ANSI A118.6.

NOTE: Do not use any non-Siena brand additives with Siena Grouts.

SIENA Epoxy Grout & Mortar
A 100% solid epoxy that can be used as a grout or a mortar. Siena Epoxy Grout & Mortar can be used for setting and grouting tile and stone, glass and metal, pavers, marble and more over a variety of substrates. Siena Epoxy Grout & Mortar produces a high strength mortar and grout that is impermeable, stain and shock resistant. It has exceptionally high chemical resistance to many acids, alkalis, solvents and stains, making it ideal for usage in areas such as commercial kitchens, hospitals, countertops, floors and walls, interior and exterior, residential and commercial applications, and any area where the use of strong chemicals cause erosion and damage to traditional cementitious mortars beds and grout joints. Siena Epoxy Grout & Mortar conforms to the requirements for chemical-resistant, water cleanable, tile setting and grouting epoxy found in ANSI A118.3 and A108.6.

Coverage
See grout chart

Packaging
12.5 lb. (5.7 kg) plastic bag

Case Quantities
2 per case. 25 lbs (13.15 kg) net

SKU COLOR
See Price List All 36 Colors

SIENA Epoxy Grout & Mortar

Coverage
See grout chart

Packaging
12.5 lb. (5.7 kg) plastic bag

Case Quantities
2 per case. 25 lbs (13.15 kg) net

SKU COLOR
See Price List All 36 Colors

SIENA Epoxy Grout & Mortar
SIENA RADIANT READY TO USE GROUT
Siena Radiant Grout is a premixed, single component, 100% Acrylic, ready-to-use, professional grade specialty grout. Radiant is an easy to use, stain resistant, easy to clean, extremely durable grout that can be used in even the most demanding installations. Radiant can be used in both residential and commercial applications, interior and exterior areas, floors and walls, and with most types of tile. Siena Radiant Grout is the professional’s choice for long-lasting color consistency and excellent workability in a ready-to-use pail, no mixing or sealing required. Radiant is mold and mildew resistant and produces lasting clean durable joints from 1/16” to 3/8”. Use in showers, backsplashes and countertops installations. Meets or exceeds requirements of ANSI A118.3 and A118.7.

Available in all of Siena’s 36 premium colors.

SIENA Caulk CX300 – Sanded or Smooth
Siena Caulk CX300 is available in both Sanded and Non-Sanded textures and all of Siena's 36 premium grout colors. Siena Caulk CX300 is an exceptional siliconized acrylic latex caulk designed for the professional and homeowner alike, formulated for ease of use, durability and resists mold and mildew. Siena Caulk CX300 is flexible and creates a water tight seal that resists cracking on most building materials such as tile, stone, wood, glass and metal. Siena Caulk CX300 can be used on most wet and dry applications to seal around sinks, tubs, showers, countertops, baseboards, windows and door frames. Also fills spaces between walls, thresholds, and joints between panels, glass block, stone, tile and stucco. Siena Caulk CX300 is an exceptional adhesive for tile, glass, wood, metal, and is ideal for setting marble vanity tops to their bases. Not recommended for constant water exposure.

Available in all of Siena’s 36 premium colors.

SIENA WATERPROOF ADHESIVE SEALANT
Siena Waterproof Adhesive Sealant is a hybrid sealant that can be used on multiple substrates both interior and exterior. This product is commercial grade, fast curing, single component, non-sag adhesive and sealant. Siena Waterproof Adhesive Sealant can be used to seal substrate transitions, drains and other wet areas that will receive Siena Dragon Skin Waterproofing membrane. It can also be used in expansion and movement joints up to 1” wide per TCNA EJ171, and heavy traffic commercial areas as well as residential areas. Siena Waterproof Adhesive Sealant is off white in color, and also available in all 36 Siena grout colors via special order, 30 tube minimum. Siena Waterproof Adhesive Sealant conforms to ASTM C920 Type S, Grade NS, Class 50, Use T, M, G, A, O and TT-S-230C, Type II, Class A.

SIENA GROUT STAIN ST300
A long lasting, waterbased urethane acrylic used to change and renew the color of sanded or non-sanded grout joints. Siena Grout Stain ST300 also seals and protects grout from moisture and staining.

Available in all of Siena’s 36 premium colors.
the X at the beginning of the SKU represents a placeholder for the manufacturing plant location. Use the location numbers in place of the X when ordering products.

X = (1) Corona, CA • (2) Rancho Cordova, CA • (3) Bakersfield, CA • (4) Las Vegas, NV • (5) Commerce City, CO

MASONRY ADHERED VENEER SYSTEMS (MAVS)

MAVS 1000
MAVS 1000 is a polymer-modified, factory blended masonry mortar specifically designed to bond thin natural stone and manufactured masonry veneers (including large format and heavy veneers), most thin brick, stone, and lightweight precast to solid surfaces such as concrete, brown coat, and masonry in residential and commercial, interior and exterior installations. MAVS 1000 is available in grey, white, and a variety of standard and custom colors. Exceeds ASTM C270 Type M and ANSI A118.4 requirements.

MAVS 2000
MAVS 2000 is an ultra-premium, highly polymer-modified, factory blended mortar specifically designed to bond natural stone and manufactured masonry veneers (including large format and heavy veneers), most thin brick, stone, and lightweight precast to solid surfaces such as concrete, brown coat, and masonry in residential and commercial, interior and exterior installations. MAVS 2000 is available in grey, white, and a variety of standard and custom colors. Exceeds ASTM C270 Type M, ANSI A118.4, and A118.15 requirements.

MAVS 3000
MAVS 3000 is an ultra-premium, highly polymer-modified, factory blended mortar specifically designed to bond natural stone and manufactured masonry veneers (including large format and heavy veneers), most thin brick, stone, and lightweight precast to solid surfaces such as concrete, brown coat, and masonry in residential and commercial, interior and exterior installations. MAVS 3000 is available in grey, white, and a variety of standard and custom colors. Exceeds ASTM C270 Type M, ANSI A118.4, and A118.15 requirements.

MASONRY ADHERED VENEER SYSTEMS (MAVS)

Coverage
Coverage May Vary.

Average install – 30 ft² to 50 ft² (2.8 m² to 4.6 m²)

Packaging
50 lb (22.7 kg) bags

Pallet Quantities
56 bags per pallet – 2,800 lbs (1,271 kg) net

SKU
X131-0110

COLOR
Grey

See Price List

All Colors

Coverage
Coverage May Vary.

Average install – 30 ft² to 50 ft² (2.8 m² to 4.6 m²)

Packaging
50 lb (22.7 kg) bags

Pallet Quantities
56 bags per pallet – 2,800 lbs (1,271 kg) net

SKU
X131-0114

COLOR
Grey

See Price List

All Colors

Coverage
Coverage May Vary.

Average install – 30 ft² to 40 ft² (2.8 m² to 3.7 m²)

Packaging
50 lb (22.7 kg) bags

Pallet Quantities
56 bags per pallet – 2,800 lbs (1,271 kg) net

SKU
X131-0118

COLOR
Grey

See Price List

All Colors
MAVS & GROUT COLORS

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR ALL YOUR MASONRY VENEER NEEDS

- Premium Mortars for Every Purpose
- High Adhesion & Compressive Strength
- Excellent Workability & Sag Resistance
- For Demanding Vertical Applications, Large Format, and Heavy Veneers

Introducing New Colors for 2019 & New Countertop Display!
Expanded grey and brown colors.

ASK YOUR SALESPERSON FOR ONE TODAY
SienaProducts.com

Access Siena’s information on our full line of thin set and specialty mortars, waterproofing and crack isolation membranes, self-leveling, deck mud and wall float, stone veneer and masonry mortars, grouts, caulking sealers and admixtures.

KEY FEATURES:
- Complete, updated product catalogs
- Material Calculator
- Product Data and MSDS
- Technical data and bulletins
- Distributor locators
- Sample grout colors

LET US HELP YOU WITH YOUR NEXT EVENT!

- Special Siena Selling Events – On-Site
- Hands-On Demonstrations – Lunch & Learn
- Product Knowledge Classes – Customers & Staff
- Special Promotions – Raffles, Coupons, etc.
- Selling Tools – Flyers, Posters, Product Samples
- In-Store Displays, Banners, and so much more . . .

For more info contact your local Siena Representative or Christine Camponovo at 951.737.7447 or CCamponovo@omega-products.com

DRAGONSKIN AND FRACTURE SHIELD SAMPLE CARDS AVAILABLE

Order your free sample cards of DragonSkin and FractureShield complete with a product sample attached to each card. This allows your customers to touch the product before purchasing; giving them the information they need to make a buying decision. Call or email to order your supply today.

TREAT YOUR CUSTOMERS TO THE BEST!

We have co-op opportunities available to co-brand your company name with the best name in tile and stone installation products . . . Siena. Our Siena line of fine apparel is made of top brand-name manufacturers for years of comfortable wear. Your customers will love the fit and feel of 100% cotton T-shirts; and our cotton-blend flex-fitted caps are top quality for long-lasting style. Also available, co-brand on our 5 gallon buckets for years of job site visibility and name recognition. Call us today at 951.737.7447 or email us at Siena@omega-products.com

THE X AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SKU REPRESENTS A PLACEHOLDER FOR THE MANUFACTURING PLANT LOCATION. USE THE LOCATION NUMBERS IN PLACE OF THE X WHEN ORDERING PRODUCT.

X = (1) CORONA, CA • (2) RANCHO CORDOVA, CA • (3) BAKERSFIELD, CA • (4) LAS VEGAS, NV • (5) COMMERCE CITY, CO
Siena Product installations are covered by a Ten (10), Fifteen (15), or Twenty-Five (25) Year System Warranty when select Siena and/or Omega products are used as detailed in the charts. Siena warranties Do Not supersede local codes, International Building Codes (IBC), International Residential Code (IRC), or building code officials. Do Not use Dragon Skin or Fracture Shield on exterior vertical installations. Check with local building codes prior to installation. Select items for required System Warranty.

Properly prepared substrates include: Cured concrete (28 days), portland cement mortar beds, brown coat, backer boards (per manufacturer’s specifications), gypsum boards (dry interior walls only), masonry block, brick, exterior grade plywood, well bonded existing tile and stone properly prepared with Siena Gripping Primer. Always check the Siena website for the most current product data sheets, technical bulletins, and acceptable practices at: SienaProducts.com

LIMITED WARRANTY
Siena Tile & Stone Installation Products [Siena], a division of Omega Products International [Omega], warrants that the products listed herein are free from manufacturing defects under normal usage and conditions for a period specified by the named system, from the date of purchase when installed in accordance with product specifications, the current TCNA (Tile Council of North America) guidelines, and approved installation practices on properly prepared substrates. It is the responsibility of the owner and/or contractor to obtain and understand Omega and Siena’s current literature, specifications and appropriate published reports such as, but not limited to: the current TCNA handbook, current product data sheets, technical bulletins, etc. In order for this warranty to apply, the installation must be performed with one or more of the products listed herein, and based on the appropriate product(s) being installed on a properly prepared substrate. Omega is not responsible for workmanship that is not in accordance with the product specifications, product data sheet instructions, TCNA guidelines, and/or improperly prepared substrates. Structural movement, cracking, excessive deflection, lippage, warping, curling or defective tiles, improperly placed or lack of proper movement or control joints, flooding and/or water damage, acts of God, or any failures to the substrate, are not covered under this warranty. Shading and Efflorescence are inherent in all cement-based products and are not considered a manufactures defect. Omega will not be responsible for failure when the use of non-specified products, competitor, or any items or product is used to alter the original formulation of the Siena or Omega products that are not in accordance with specifications on the product’s data sheet, and such uses and/or alterations will void this and all Omega and Siena warranties. This warranty is not transferable beyond the original owner.

REMEDY and EXCLUSIONS
It is expressly understood and agreed that the buyer’s sole and exclusive remedy shall be that Omega will repair or replace, at their discretion, the affected area of the system. The cost to Omega shall not exceed the original square foot cost of the installation proven to be defective. Omega is not responsible for dye lots or shades of the finish materials. Under no circumstance shall Omega be liable for incidental or consequential damages. Omega makes no warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to the product sold herein. Handling and use of the products are beyond the control of Omega, therefore no warranty is made, expressed or implied, as to the results obtained from the use of the product. It is the responsibility of the buyer/installer to determine the suitability of the material for the intended use and purpose, and the buyer/installer assumes all risk regarding such suitability. This warranty takes the place of all other warranties, and there are no verbal agreements or other warranties, expressed or implied other than the warranty stated herein. This understanding shall not be modified except in writing by an officer of Omega Products International.

CLAIMS
Owner/Installer shall notify Omega immediately in writing within thirty (30) days of any alleged manufacturing defect in the material covered by this warranty. Owner/Installer will be required to provide proof of product purchase and use, and will provide Omega with reasonable time and opportunity to review and investigate the alleged manufacturing defect. For any claim presented under the warranty, Omega will provide the owner with a remedy as described above. For any claim that is not valid, Owner will pay Omega reasonable charges, including travel and labor associated with investigation of such claim. Address your claim to: Omega Products International, 1681 California Avenue, Corona, CA 92881.
DEMAND THE HIGHEST QUALITY!
TAKING TILE & STONE INSTALLATION PRODUCTS FROM ORDINARY TO EXTRAORDINARY

SIENA CAULK CX300
36 COLORS

SIENA PROTECTION GROUT GS300 • 36 COLORS

SIENA GLASS TILE PRO M375

SIENA WALL FLOAT

SIENA DRAGONSkin WATERPROOF & CRACK ISOLATION MEMBRANE

SIENA WALL FLOAT

SIENA DECK MUD

SIENA WATERPROOF ADHESIVE SEALANT OFF WHITE

SienaProducts.com
for more info call: 951.737.7447
or email us at: siena@omega-products.com